Geography
Year 8 – Duration 1 Semester

Delivery mode
Online course. Internet access essential.
Online lessons are delivered through the EQ web conference.

Time commitment
This course is offered as three units over one semester.
Students are expected to meet the requirements of the Work Rate Calendar.
On a weekly basis this includes:
- individual completion of lesson activities
- group lessons using web-conferencing

Pre-requisites
Nil

Assessment
1. Diagnostic send-in tasks are to be completed and sent to the teacher.
2. Summative assessment items may include:
   - practical exercises
   - short essays
   - field or research reports
   - objective tests

Requirements
- internet access for online teaching and email access
- a dictionary
- access to newspapers, magazines
- as web-conferenced scheduled sessions are delivered students are expected to use a microphone. Students will need to have a suitable headset with a microphone for their computer to participate in these lessons.

Resources/Textbook
Geography Alive … AC Year 8 eBookPlus is included in the Jacaranda Digital Bundle subscription, purchased upon enrolment at BrisbaneSDE. NB: Students may be required to obtain other commonly available materials to complete practical activities (please see booklist on BrisbaneSDE website).

DISCLAIMER: All information contained is accurate at the time of publication.